Preface
1989 saw the

first official

steps being taken in Paris to introduce the cause for

the beatification of Claude Francis Poullart des Places, 1679-1709, founder of

Holy Spirit. Those well acquainted with the man and
from being convinced of the heroicity of his virtue there
is the presumption that the founder of a society which was to play a notable role in
the Kingdom would have been accorded a special charism to accomplish his work.
the Congregation of the
his

work

rejoiced. Apart

A

study of the life of des Places confirms this presumption.
Some people, however, may still have misgivings. They might argue that there is
a lack of convincing evidence about des Places, that he had not had the opportunity
to develop his work fully, and that, in fact, the Venerable Libermann, 1802-1852,
was the effective founder of the Congregation of the Holy Spirit.
Certainly there has been relatively little available on des Places in English. Prior
to 1958 there was scarcely anything. Then for the first time his writings were
published in the USA by Fr. Henry Koren together with a brief biography. This
heralded a new era in the appreciation of this charismatic young Frenchman among
English readers.
Since 1976 Spiritan Papers, issued from the Spiritan Generalate, have
periodically dealt with aspects of the life and charism of des Places, but a
comprehensive biography in English remained still a desideratum. And so des
Places remained a shadowy figure even for many members of his own society. It
is hoped that this work will fill that lacuna. Apart from providing a biography, it
aims at being a resource book in that a generous selection of relevant passages
from original documents has been incorporated into the narrative.
A personal note. In 1958, when I was commencing my researches at the General
Archives of the Congregation of the Holy Spirit in Paris, Pere Cabon, the noted
authority on Libermann, took me along to see the former seminary where des
Places had died in 1709. He suggested that I should undertake the work of making
him better known in Ireland. It was not feasible at the time to undertake that work.
Twenty years later, when travelling through Rennes with a confrere, our car broke
down badly at a spot that transpired to be the centre of des Places' world during
his formative years. The enforced delay gave us ample opportunity to retrace des
Places' footsteps. We were then pleasantly surprised to discover that the following
year we should be celebrating the third centenary of his birth. The results of our
pilgrimage to des Places' birthplace were duly published in Spiritan Papers no. 8.
Another ten years, however, were to slip by without any serious effort to complete
the des Places story. Then came two events in 1989: the provincial of the French
Province, Pere Savoie, acting on the directives of the General Chapter, made the
first moves to introduce the cause of des Places for beatification; I received a call
from South Africa to conduct the annual retreat for the Spiritan confreres taking
as the theme, the life and charism of the founder! Both these events provided the
necessary push to get on with the job suggested by Pere Cabon in 1958. I thank
God that I was provided with the motivation and the leisure to immerse myself in
the life and work of des Places. I found it eminently rewarding. It is my fervent
prayer that the reader will share my conviction.
Finally, though written primarily with the Spiritan family in view, it is hoped that
this work will be of interest to a wider audience.
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